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1 Motivation
Teletherapy is a cancer treatment that uses ionizing radiation to extinguish tumor cells. These ionizing particles

are delivered via a linear accelerator, an instrument that rotates around the patient distributing radiation at every
feasible angle (Almeida [2012]). The treatment’s goal is to use the smallest dose required to eliminate the tumour
while sparing healthy organs. To accomplish this, the linear accelerator incorporates a tool called Multileaf Collimator
(MLC ), a set of moving blades that assumes the format of the radiation field to match the borders of the target
tumor. In 2003, Allen Holder presented a linear programming model for the dosage delivery problem (Holder [2003]),
which calculates the MLC ’s optimal arrangement for each treatment angle. However, the implemented data to test
the model was a single handmade image for each plan, expected to be interpreted as an X-Ray. This project aims to
validate Holder’s model with CT scans of real patients using the dataset TROTS (Breedveld and Heijmen [2017]) and
introduce solution analysis tools used by medical physicists.

2 Optimization problem
TROTS works with a discretization in voxels of the tomography’s three-dimensional reconstruction and conveni-

ently builds the pencil-beam matrix for the model. Let aij be the dose attenuation coefficient of the i -th voxel with
the j -th beamlet, as shown in figure 1 1. The decision variable xj , called pencil-beam, is a weight that relates with
the amount of time the associated beamlet is opened allowing radiation to pass through, and the total dosage received
by the i-th voxel of the structure is given by the linear relationship di =

∑
j aijxj . Besides, the rows of A can be

reordered, generating submatrices that correspond to tumor tissue (PTV, Planning Target Volume), critical tissue
(PRV, Planning Risk Volume), and healthy (good) tissue , respectively: AT , AC , and AG. Furthermore, the dose
prescription vectors are designated by: TUB ∈ Rmt (Tumor Upper Bound), TLB ∈ Rmt (Tumor Lower Bound),
CUB ∈ Rmc (Critical tissue Upper Bound) and GUB ∈ Rmg (Good tissue Upper Bound). From the objective func-
tion, w is a scalar; t, c, and g are called elastic variables. Associated with them, l, uc, ug, L, UC , and UG are different
ways of measuring elasticity, of which Holder proposed two distinct approaches: the absolute analysis and the average
analysis. In the absolute analysis, l = L = emt

, uc = UC = emc
, and uG = UG = emg

, where e is the all-one vectors,
and the subscript represents the dimension of the vector or matrix. Likewise, in the average analysis, l = 1

mt
emt

,
uc =

1
mc

emc
, ug = 1

mg
emg

, L = Imt×mt
, UC = Imc×mc

and UG = Img×mg
.

3 Implementation
A machine with an Intel(R) Core(TM) i5-10210U CPU @ 1.60GHz 2.11 GHz processor and 8GB RAM was

utilized for MATLAB simulations with CPLEX 12.10 as the numerical solver. The simulations were done by varying
the following approaches:

• Cases: These are three different patients whose treatment regions are the prostate, liver and head and neck
respectively.

1 Image taken from the article (Breedveld and Heijmen [2017])
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min w lT t+ uT
c c+ uT

g g

s.to TLB− Lt ≤ ATx ≤ TUB

ACx ≤ CUB+ UCc

AGx ≤ GUB+ UGg

0 ≤ Lt ≤ TLB

−CUB ≤ UCc

0 ≤ UGg

0 ≤ x
Figura 1: The patient and collimator discretizations.

Case Dificulty Analysis Time (s) Tumor dose (Gy) Critical tissue dose (Gy) Regular tissue dose (Gy) Hot spots

Liver

Easy Absolute 64 Min: 71.25. Max: 78.75 Below by 16.33 -

There are no hot spots.
Average 112 Not attainable. Below by 20.98 -

Moderate Absolute 75 Min: 71.25. Max: 78.75 Below by 13.43 Below its prescribed dose.

Average 123 Average: 74.80 Below by 22.71 Above by 0.03

Hard Absolute 98 Min: 71.25. Max: 78.75 Below by 8.24 Below its prescribed dose.

Average 137 Average: 75.27 Below by 21.63 Above by 0.03 There are hot spots.

Prostate

Easy Absolute 438 Min: 63.70. Max: 66.30 Above by 22.56 -

There are no hot spots.

Average 399

Not attainable.

Below by 28.66 -

Moderate Absolute 586 Above by 26.59 Above by 18.79

Average 743 Below by 15.57 Below its prescribed dose.

Hard Absolute 1106 Above by 22.08 Above by 36.27

Average 1288 Below by 8.26 Above by 0.12

Head and Neck

Easy Absolute 608 Min: 41.06. Max: 55.76 Below by 7.24 -

Average 587 Not attainable. Below by 21.63 -

Moderate Absolute 1399 Min: 39.11. Max: 54.85 Below by 7.24 Below its prescribed dose.

Average 1306 Not attainable. Below by 26.01 Above by 0.04 There are hot spots.

Hard Absolute 2022 Min: 39.10. Max: 53.33 Below by 7.21 Below its prescribed dose. There are no hot spots.

Average 1283 Not attainable. Below by 22.43 Above by 0.03 There are hot spots.

Tabela 1: Simulations results using only the slack variables analysis.

• Difficulty: in each case, one can consider which structures will belong to the treatment. A greater number of
structures means a greater number of constraints and greater associated problem difficulty, categorized into easy,
moderate and hard.

• Analysis: whether the average analysis or the absolute analysis was used on the problem formulation.

The relevant organs for each test, the difficulties of each set of organs and their prescribed doses are presented in
the author’s GitHub https://github.com/Vjameli?tab=repositories.

4 Numerical results
Even when using a superficial analysis of the dose deposition on the patient, one can see in the table 1 that the

model does not behave well with real data, whether due to not attainable tumor doses, high computational effort, hot
spots, or overdosed critical organs; only the liver case provides reasonable dose depositions. On top of that, even with
the hardest difficulty of the three cases, real problems have even more organs to be considered than in the simulations,
making it harder for the model.

5 Solutions quality
Nevertheless, when facing the advanced analysis tools listed below, the model reveals even more difficulties, that

are going to be ilustrated ahead:

• Dose and volume histograms (DVH );

• Visualization of the ideal fluence formed for each angle;
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• Dose deposition on the patient’s tomography. Available for each slice of each one of the three different anatomic
planes: sagittal, coronal and transversal.

Not all solutions are going to be discussed in favor of a few representative examples of these difficulties. The set
including all analyses can be found, again, on the GitHub repository of the author.

5.1 Ignoring angles
An intrinsic problem with this model is the arbitrary rejection of angles. Since the model does not incorporate any

constraints regarding the use or lack thereof of any beamlet, there may be a solution that ignores a certain angle‘s
beamlets.

Not coincidentally, the moderate difficulty of the head and neck case solutions with the average analysis used only
the first three angles and ignored all other twenty of them. This generates a high dose in the first three angles and
failed the planned objectives. More examples can be seen in the table 2.

Case Difficulty Analysis Number of ignored angles
Liver Moderate Average 1 out of 15

Prostate Easy Average 1 out of 25
Moderate Average 12 out of 25

Head and neck Moderate Average 20 out of 23

Tabela 2: Number of ignored angles from selected cases.

5.2 Hot spots
In this example, the hard liver case under average analysis is discussed, and had the following results given its

elastic variables:

• The average tumor dose is within the prescribed uniformity setting. The average tumor dose is 75.27 Gy;

• The average critical structure dose is under its prescribed dose by -21.63 Gy;

Apparently, it is a promising solution. Despite that, the model affirms the presence of hot spots; voxels that receive
a dose 1.1 times greater than the tumor’s upper bound. When considering the DVH in figure 2 and the dose deposition
in figure 3, though, it is possible to see that the patient received a very low radiation dose on PTV, which does not get
close to the treatment objective. The explanation for this phenomenon is that a few voxels; imperceptible to the DVH
and in the deposition tomography; received a high dose of radiation, meaning on average that the patient received an
adequate dose. That is why the solution looked reasonable at first glance.

Figura 2: DVH of hard liver using the average analysis.
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Figura 3: Dose deposition on transversal plane, in the hard liver case using the average analysis.

5.3 Unfeasible fluences
The solution to the optimization problem gives the ideal fluence: the format and intensity of each collimator

beamlet for each available angle. Given an ideal fluence from the model, it remains to be determined whether the
multileaf collimator of the linear accelerator can deliver that format. Fortunately, the models used in clinical practice
always guarantee the MLC can model the ideal fluence, though it is not the case for the model described in this
project. Fluences similar to the one showed on the left in the figure 4 have more holes than expected, demanding
a greater number of movements of the MLC than the fluence on the right in the same figure. Consequently, if the
difference between the ideal fluence and the fluence represented on the MLC is greater than an acceptable margin
for error, the solution is not viable, and the operator should return to the optimization process and look for better
fluences.

Luckily, not just the leaf sequencing, but also the angle and the hot spots problem were easily addressed by
implementing new linear constraints that smoothen the resultant MLC ’s shape.

Figura 4: Comparison between two ideal fluences using a 20×20 MLC.

6 A new linear model
The effect of these new constraints SLB ≤ ASx ≤ SUB, where AS ∈ Rn×n is the smoothing linear matrix provided

by TROTS, when adding them into the Holder’s model and choosing the upper bound SUB and lower bound SLB
correctly, is the same as shown in the image 4 on the right: it spreads the dose through the MLC ’s contour, preventing
high dose beamlets and misbehaved shapes.
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7 Interior point methods
Holder showed his model takes advantage of interior point methods. Therefore, the authors have created a specific

interior point algorithm for the new linear model in order to accelerate convergence, and also incorporate the constraints
SLB ≤ ASx ≤ SUB to fix the problems previously presented. More computational tests are required to give a reliable
benchmark, but preliminary results already revealed a massive improvement in the iterations speed. No wonder that,
in the original problem, the linear system that should be solved at each iteration had 10mT +4mC+4mG+8n rows and
columns, and with the new algorithm the linear system has only n rows and columns. On top of that, it could be proved
that the coefficient matrix is always positive definite, making it even simpler to solve using Cholesky decomposition.
Such effect was accomplished by expanding the Jacobian matrix from the standard form of the optimization model,
and eliminating variables until get the normal equations, as presented in (Vanderbei [1996]).

8 Conclusions
The state-of-the art in Brazil is unfortunate. Because the dosage delivery problem relies on the intersection between

applied mathematics and medical physics, the area requires a solid background of radiotherapy fundamentals, and few
researchers are willing to face the challenge of interdisciplinarity. For instance, after Cecília Barboza had introduced
the field back in 2004, the only national noticeable papers came from Thalita Obal (Obal et al. [2013]), Juliana Campos
(de Freitas et al. [2020]), and the SIPRAD team (Carvalho et al. [2018]), making partnerships difficult and retards
the scientific advancement of the subject.

Regarding this project’s accomplishments, linear models are a valid approach for radiotherapy planning given their
capacity to conform to higher dimension problems even though most literature points to non-linear formulations.
Sadly, Holder’s model only proposes satisfactory plans in easy cases and does not create fluences in an acceptable
format. Furthermore, the use of a complete tomography instead of a single slice greatly increases its computational
cost, and the analysis of elastic variables is not enough to validate the proposed solution. All these factors show that
Holder’s model is distant from clinical reality. However, thanks to the TROTS database that provides smoothing linear
constraints and qualified solution analysis, the modified Holder model fixes the angle, the hot spots, and the unfeasible
fluences problem, and paves the way for the authors to create a specific path-following interior point algorithm for the
modified model, which so far showed promising results.

Ultimately, this work aims to inspire new researchers to work with radiotherapy planning, and for those who are
willing to, encourages the pursuit of effective dialogue with oncologists and medical physicists, focusing on humility
and empathy to elaborate on the basic knowledge of what happens in treatment stations. As is well put by David
Sheppard in (Shepard et al. [1999]):

It is our hope that the community of optimization experts will be able to offer further insights that will
improve our ability to solve these difficult problems.
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